OUTLOOK

6. Outiook
We all felt that we had gene through some awful, deadly dangerous experience which we could not quite fully grasp, which had thrown us into some
great depth, a heretofore well-hidden domain of cosmic functioning. In spite
of the many clear-cut physical manifestations, observed and measured with
exact instruments, and in spite of our deep disinclination toward any kind of
metaphysical thinking, we could not help being impressed by the psychological implications of these experiences. It is iAuch too early to go into detail
here. However, we wish to convey some degree of realization of the fact that
the first Oranur experiment not only had confirmed the basic antithesis of
OR and NR, as I had predicted many years ago; it had brought imo sharper
focus many seemingly insignificant assurnptions regarding cosmic orgone
energy functions such as, for example, its "meaningful" behavior, which distinguished it from any kind of purely mechanical functioning such as electricity or magnetism. We are fully aware of the danger of mystical mismterpretation entering the scene at this point. Yet, if millions of people have
developed and lived in metaphysical beliefs for millennia, had believed in a
"Prana" and such, there must be something in it. And this truth secmed
urgently to want to reveal itself to us:
IF MYSTICISM AND METAPHYSICS ARE BASED ON AN IRRATIONAL APPREHENSION
OF THE COSMIC ENERGY WITHIN AND WITHOCT THE ORGANISM, IT SHOULD
BE
EXPECTED THAT THIS ENERGY IN /T5 truly physical MANIFESTATIONS WOULD
SHOW FUNCTIONS WHICH ARE AKIN TO OR THE VEM' BASIS OF ALL FUNCTIONS

life AND emotions.
This fact was not new to us. We had observed the preformative stages of
psychic functions in the realm of merely physical OR functions for many
years, and though quite logically fitting into the framework of our work on
Life Energy, thesc similariries had kept amazing us. For instante, the contraction of the OR energy in freezing bion water; a freezing animal behaves
exactly the same way. Or, the fluid, functional, non-mechanical type of
ALLIED WITH
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behavior of all, but all, OR functions such as the spuntancous dischargc of
OR-charged clectroscopes, or thc fluctuating, yet lawful behavior of the
orgonotic temperature difference in connection with the equally fluid, nonmechanical, yet lawful weather changcs; or the fusion of primitive bicas,
which so cieariy ciemonstrated the physicai nature and basis of the fusion
in copulation; ar the lifclike, "meaningful," "playful" movements of small
energy vesicles to be seca under high magnification, and many other similar
phenomena which have one thing in common: They are qualitaúvely akin to
higher functions of the living and the mind.
It is clear why an obscrver of thesc basic functions of nature, who is not
properly trained in the knowledge of the bio-energetic emotions, would surely
miss the point and would not understand what he is seeing. Ou the other
hand, the bio-energefically well-trained observer, who by his professional
daily activities is used to seeing and judging emotional movements and
bio-energetic expressions and to reading their meaning without a word
spoken on the part of the patient, will readily, and often even before understanding the physical functions, grasp the "meaning" of thesc microscopic
orgonotic phenomena. In the mechanistic technician of physics, the observanon of the physical functions of nature split off from thc emotional manifestations as "physics" here and -mysticism" or "religiousness" there. On the
other hand, in the well-trained orgonomic observer, these two medes of
experiencing nature, otherwise se much opposed to each other, are united
into one single picture. Here the physical does not exclude or contradict
the meaning fui, nor the quantitative the qualitative. We are aware that these
matters are of a deep natural-philosophic significance. The sharp boundary
line: between physics and what is called "rnetaphysics" have broken down.
The metaphysical intuition has a physical basis: "Gol)" and "ETIIER" are oNF..
When a theoretically well-trained orgonomist, i.e., trained physically as well
as bio-energetically, which is rare indeed, reads of the tnany attempts at a
reconciliation bctween the physical world picture which governs thought in
Western Civilization, and the mystical, "aesthetic" world picture which
governs the Eastern world; when he follows the attempts to reconcile the
Objective in Western science and the Subjective in Eastcrn religious philosophy, he must, inevitably, see before his eyes the behavior of bions, of an electroscopic charge, of a frozen bion water preparation with its contracted
vellow core from which later living plasmatic flakes will derive, and he will
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be awed by the unity ot physical action and emocional meaningfulness in the
Oranur effects.
Newton and Goethe are, with their respectivc physical world pictures, no
longcr as much antipodes as they used to be. Their points of vicw can and
wiii be reconctled. he scienust anu the artist are no tanger keepers of two
disparate, unmixabk worlds, as they still seem to bc. Intellect and intuition
are no longer irreconcilable opposites in scientific work. As a matter of fact,
they have never bem so in basic natural research.
The reader understands well what we are driving at here:
ALL COUNDARIES BETWEEN SCIENCE AND RELIGION, SCIENCE AND ART, OBJECTIVE
AND SUBJECTIVE, QUANTITY AND QUALITY, PHYSICS AND PSYCHOLOGY, ASTRONOMY
AND RELIGION, GOL) AND ETHER, ARE IRREVOCABLY BREAKING DOWN, BEING REPLACED BY A CONCEPTION OF THE BASIC UNITY, A BASIC

CFP

OF ALL NATURE

WHICH BRA NCHES OVT INTO THE VARIOUS KIN DS OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE.

This does not nican, of course, that the distinctions entireiy crase to exist.
On the contrary, in the light of the functional identity between man and
animal, orgastic longing and cosmic longing, God and Ether, etc., the specific
differences emerge the more sharply, and to the good of rabona! discrimination.
We learned more dealing with this basic change in the enodes of thinking:
ORGONOMY IS NOT MERELY A BRANCH OF NATURAL SCIENCE, NOR IS IT A MERE
ARTIsTIC PROCEDURE, NOR PSYCHOLOGY ALONE, NOR BIOLOGY ALONE. IT IS, TRULY,
IN FULL ACCORDANCE WITH ITS OBJECT OF INQUIRY, a body of knowledge which
deals with the basic law of nature.
From the cosmic OR encrgy ocean ali other funcrions emerge through
variation. This makcs identity and variability coznpatible with each other.
With the breakdown of ali sharp, mechanical distinctions, of necessity a new
víew upon our cosmic existente emerges. This is already true, although wc
may still not know exactly how to go about ir ali.
To rcturn: Also, NR radiation, as a secondary natural function, once
emerged through differentiation, from OR energy functions. Now, we experienced not only the antithesis between OR and NR; we also experienced,
in a deadly manner, that OR itself can go wild with "rage" as we are accustomed to calling it. We ali had the impression during that period, that we
"had somehow provoked the otherwise benign OR energy and turned it into
a wild l-seast."
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A Frank Discussion

This conclusion is a very scrious one, involving matters pertaining to the
very health and security of people in general. Therefore, blunt language and
avotclancc ot any carcurnirxu,ton are imperative.
More entering the subject in question, I would like to alleviate some of
the possible hesitancies which might obstruct a frank discussion of this work.
My sharp theoretical and practical formulations on biopsychiatric aspects of
public health should not stand in the way, since they are already at least
partially incorporated in present-day teachings ali over the world. My past
affdiations with the revolutionary movement in Europe of some twentv years
ago should not stand in the way since for more than eighteen years I have
had no political affilianons whatsoever. I have never been active in the
imericm. sense of the word, but I have kept mysclf well-informed on every
feature of the plague of dictatorship, black as weii as red. I have fought
dictatorship of any and every kind factually since the very early beginning of
my carcer; and I have particularly fought every sneaking evildoer, no matter
in what party, as early as 1931, with ali my vigor and knowledge, long hefore
anynne really knew what it was ali about; also long before the recognition
of the USSR government by the USA. I have not the slightest intention of
forcing any of my scientific behefs upon any nation or any part of it; and I
believe myself to be the only one today who really knows where the dangers
connected with orgonomic teachings are to be watched out for. My belief,
hased on rich experiente, is that if there is any hope of evcr emerging from
the present-day social chaos into the bright light of peaceful social living—
and to my mind there is grcat hope—its factual, powerful roots are harbored
hy the alive, forward-looking forces that are at work everywhere in the
world. Only a very fcw responsibie people are fully aware today that an old,
tired, bound-up world is breaking down, and that a new, hopefui, young
world is slowly and painfully being born. The current hiosexual revolution,
now in progress over the past thirty years, constitutes its core.
Hoping to have eliminated this obstacle to a free exchange of opinian, I
proceed to the main point: The Oranur experiment has, without or even
against our intentions, reached proportions which threaten not only to get
out of control here at Orgonon (at present, May 1951), but which particularly
endanger the security of the USA in case its government should further delay
to take there affairs seriously and to direct them to the benefit of the country.
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To sum up: The Oranur experiment has so far revealed grave implications;
their scope and revolutionary character are nobody's fault or intent. The
factual evidente and the theoretical framework of the results are much too
involved to Ias. brought forth at this point. I have, for security reasons, not
published anything about the immediate Dracrical nfl then:-e;ical haagrounci
uï Oranur for many ycars, since about 1947; I had sensed that what rnight
happen was what actuaIly did happen.
[Note inserted in galley proof, Sept. 12, 1951: The following summary
reflects in its pessimistic aspects the severe situation as of about April 1951,
when the Oranur Experiment was still excrting its frightening influence
upon the workers of Orgonon. The frightening events were partially duc
to the fact that we went into this experiment entirely unprepared for its
scope and danger, a disadvantage which from now on in not operativo.
I would like to mit;gate grcatly the pessimistic impression that especially
points 1, 6, 7 and 8 in the following may makc on the i-eader. It is ais° necessary to eliminate the fear that a new murder weapon has been created by
a scientist and that the deadliness of Oranur far outweighs its positive lifescrving functions. During the five months following the conclusion of this
first report, much of the pessimistic outloek was far overshadowed by new
observations which left no doubt as to the life-positive medicai and biological
results of Oranur. These results appear tremendous at prescnt and will
require a long period of time for careful scrutiny. I feel justified in stating
that under the condirion of proper handling of Oranur ali the dangers
mentioned beiow can be eliminated, and that the life-positive effects on man,
animais, and vegetation seem secured. The reason why I leave the original
text as of April 1951 unchanged is to render a compietely true picture of our
emocional and biological reactions to the first run of the Experiment, reactions which doubticssly will occur in nearly everyone who atrempts to experimcnt with Oranur for the first time. A second, additionai report about the
outvveighing positive effects of Oranur is already in preparation.]
1. By putting only one milligram of radioactive nuclear material into a
highly concentratcd OR energy atmosphere (in a twenty-fold OR energy
charger or a room charged through years of work with OR energy), a
change takes piare in the atmospheric energy which beyond any doubt has
the qualities of a dou, but enduring chain reartion. This reaction of OR
energy to nuclear energy is dangerous to life if it transcends certain limits
of intensity or duration.
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2- There is no protection whatsoever against OR energy running wild
when irritated by NR radiation, since OR energy penetrates everything,
including; leal and brick or stone walls of any thickness. The present-day
safety measures, as employed by the Atomic Energv project. are not effective
against Oranur.
3. Once the Oranur effects take place, thcy travei through thc air as if
infesting, chainlike, one arca after another. Here at Orgonon, such infestation has been found as far away as two miles from the place of thc original
effect. Only 1 mg. of NR within a 20x OR charger has been used. The
possihle effects of 1 gram NR in a 500x OR charger are unpredictable and
would, I am afraid, be disastrous,
4. It is most likely, and even imperative to assume that quite ordinary
materiais such as rock, metal, and especially material arrangements which
have the faculty of accumulating OR energy, continue to be active long after
the originally triggcring NR material has been removed. This resembles
induced radioactivity. It is ar prescnt hard to tell whether or not the rock
actually disintegrates. But it undoubredly is active and continues to be so.
This effect developed quite unexpectedly and unintentionally when wc
started to test the influence of OR energy (five to tcn times concentration)
upon one mg. of radium. This activity is mercly a sharp increase of normal,
natural activities.
5. Structures which are capable of accumulating atmospheric OR energy,
such as steel wooi, metal filing cabinets or simple metal-lined boxes, become
active even if they have not been directly influenced by NR radiation; it is
sufficient that they come into contact with a directly affected orgone energy
accumulator.
6. A criminal bater of mankind, or a political enemy, if he knew about
this, and if the USA did NOT know about or did NOT study these effects,
could easily drop activated Oranur devices, locking like simple metal-lined
boxes; these could infest a whole reginn, if not a whole confinem.
7. According to what we have learned over a period of only four months'
obscrvation and experimenration, people would fali sick due to thc Oranurinfesred atmnsphere. Bach person falling ill would react according to bis or
her specific disease or disposition to disease. This effect is due to the selective
bio-energetic effect of OR energy which attacks specifically the diseased part
in the organism, at first driving the symptoms to higher acuity and then:
URCCIUNG THEM IF PROPERLY AND CONSC1ENTIOUSLY APPLIED, However,
8.
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controllcd, unsupervised, and especially if used with rnalignant intent, such
infestation of the atmosphere would surely kill or at least immobilize many
people. If as little as one microgram of radioactive nuclear material were left
continuously in a 50- or even a 20-fold orgone cnergy charger, the result
could be disastrous.
9. In ordcr to illustrate the intensity and extensity of the Oranur effects:
Buildings which have been freed of any kind of radioactive material, and
in addition, from which every single OR energy accumulating device has
been removed, still drive the background counts as high as 80 or 100 CPM
if regular ventilation is neglected for only half-a-day. On the other hand,
fresh air removes the effects and reduces the activity to a normal of around
25 to 40 em.
10. There can be bufe doubt as to the fact that atmospheric OR energy
plavs a major if not a decisive role in the dynamics of an atomic pile reaction,
to judge from what has so far been disclosed in the unrestricted literature.
A careful experimental study of thesc dynamics appears now to be of crucial,
if not life-securing importante in the present state of social affairs.
II. 1 did not work with fission and 1 did not produce fission during Me
Oranur experimentation. It is not sure that fission actually takes place in infested material, but this might possibly be the case. Therefore, I prefer, in
the interest of the great medicai potcntialities of OR energy research, in
the interest of the people and for my personal security to report these things,
and to urge ernphatically that ali red tape be cut through in order to look
into these processes on a scale appropriate to their scope, dangers and hopes.
Fullest clarity and having the cards in the open, above the table, are now
crucial obligations: 1F FISSION OF ORDINARY MATERIAL OCCURS, rrs DISCLOSURE
WAS INCIDENTAL TO AN EXPER1MENT WHICH STARTED WITH AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT COAL IN M1ND.

12. The gravity of the situation is further increased by the fact rhat the
Oranur functions most probably are apt to overthrow many cherished beliefs
of today's nuclear physics. Most of this is still in the dark, but the outlines
are already clearly visible. I shall mention only a very few of the consequentes:
a. The atomic "particle" theory of the hasic structure of Me universe no
longer holds water. The primordial OR energy ocean (formerly called
"ether") exists and is mass-free. Inert as well as heavy mass arise from massfree energy through certain functional processes already known to orgonomic
research in some detail.
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h. Exactly at the point where the atomic theory dips into the aai-atomic
wrong,
functions of nature, into the realm of so-called "material waves"
mislcading expression), into the rcalm of the "wave particles" (again misleading), into the realm of electrons consisting of waves only. int° tr ima
possibility of determining at the same time position and momentum of an
electron, the "law of merely statistical probability," etc., etc., the functional
theory of orgonomy seis in. These primordial, pre-atomic probiems are
impregnable to methods of mechanistic or materialistic thinking. They
divulge logical intelligibility only if approached functionally, i.e., orgonomicaily. The facts, observations and theoretical deductions have kcpt piling up
for many years in a clear enough fashion to warrant the assumption rhat the
whole electronic theory as far as it pertains to cosmic, PRIMORDIAL functions,
will be replaced by a functional ;heory of Me basic functions of the universe.
These matters are naturally very serious and require intelligent, unprejudiced, open-minded, courageous efforts to clear the field of misconceptions,
inertia in thinking, wrongly applied theories, etc. In addition, many reparta6ons are at stake and personal feelings will be hurt.
c. For scveral years now, OR energy has yieldcd up to 25,000 impulses per
sEcomi in tubes evacuated and freed of any kind of gas down to 0.5 micrun
pressure. Thus, the ionization theory, which is based upon the assumption
that it is the "ionization effcct" exerted upon the "gas" particles in the counter
tubes by the impinging radiation "particles" has become undermined. NO
GAS-F1LLING IS NEEDED TO OBTAIN ORGONOTIC GEIGER EFFECTS. OR energy luminares and acts in a clear-cut quantum manner in high vacuum. It depends
only on atmospheric weather changes and such cosmic influentes as, for
insrance, sunspot cycles. The greater the frequency in the orgonotic quantum
action, the more does continuity or linear action replace the former.
13. OUTLOOK ON MEDICAL POSSIBILITIF.S: Medical Oranur effects are powerful
as well as dangerous. They attack and bring to the foreground the specific
disease characteristic of Me individual. In this process, if tampered with
ignorantly, the sick may die prematurely. However. the fact itself, that a
medically active agent has been found which searches out Me specific syndrome and its organismic location, is highly promising. The application of
Oranur would be not by injections or other mechanical devices, but simply
by cxposing Mc sick organism gradually and cautiously to Me necessary dose
of Oranur.
14.Since NR activates OR and changes it to Oranur, Oranur continues,
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chainlike, to affect other OR devices; an initial trigger effect world be sufficient to start a chain of Oranur activity, as said before. We would have, then,
to distinguish OR accumulators which had not been triggered by NR; they
would be applied as heretofore, for total, regular, preventive irradiation,
zú.il d
wnitnrk, krerne, p•te. 1-1,,wever,
treatrnent
in any inhabited building and would have to be handled with the greatest of
tare, since they, in contradistinction to simple OR accumulators, are potentially dangerous. Apart from individual treatments with Oranur, the new
possibility offers itself, ta affect whole regions simply by powerful Oranur
arrangements and Mus ta fight epidemics, mais diseases, and possibly NR
radiation sickncss EN MkssE in a preventive manner. The latter possibility will,
of course, require much detailed elaboration and strict legal precautions. This
task is far beyond our financial scope and our obligation.
Thus the short-range importance of Oranur. However, from a long-range
view, the effects of Oranur upon human emotional reactions are of infinitdy
greater importance. Here, as things look at present, we may well be prepared
for -rreat events.
A government of nations, bent on abolishing the threat of atomic warfare,
on securing peace in the world and bringing health and happiness to people
EvERYWHE.RE, could do untold good. Cosmic energy could finally serve useful
purposes, since slowness of chain reacti.an and medicai efficiency have been
found in Me convir primordial forces. Such humane efforts wonld command
respect and secure the deep confidence of people in our endeavors everywhere. No single man or organization could accomplish chis end; only allied
social institutions could do it—from the nursery school to the institute of
higher learning, from the professional organization to the military Pentagon
in every land.

APPENDIX
Technical Setup of t.te Oranur txperimant

1.

Pá

HIGHLY cHARGED

OR

ENERGY ATMOSPHERE

Any building, no matter of what construction, will serve as a housing of
the Oranur experiment, provided it is continuously kept at a higher levei of
orgonotic charge than an ordinary building (3 to 10 times conccntration).
Such high levei of OR energy charge can easily be obtained by continuous
presence of several ordinary 3 to 10-layer OR energy accumulators, or, still
more efficiently, by the presence of a special "Orgone Energy Roem" containing une or two 20X OR energy accumulators. The presence and degree
of high OR energy charge is determined, apart from the unmistakable subjective sensations, by electroscopic measurements of the spontaneous discharge
("natural leak") within the room, within the 20 X OR energy accumulator
and in the open air. The higher the OR charge in the mcasured space, the
slower will be the discharge rate, the OP (Orgonotic Potencial), as cotnpared
with the rate of discharge in the open air. lt should not, on the average, be
less than 3 times that in the open air; preferably up to 10 times higher.
II. THE

"OR

ENERGY ROOM"

The "OR Energy Roem" can be a common room or hall of about 15 feet
square. The incide of the wall should Se lined with shcet metal of iron or steel
(NO copper or aluminum should Se used since these metais are dangerous to
healthl11). Between the inner iron metal lining and the outer walls, a layer
of ordinary glassfiber insulation should be placed. This increases the. effectiveness of the accumulation.
The OR accumulation will operate immediately aftcr the assembiy of the
metal-lined walis. However, it will not be strong enough. Severa' weeks are
required for an OR room to "son.x." up enough atmospheric OR energy to
reach a fairly constant and high levei of activity. The activity varies with the
weather, diminishing to near zero in bad, rainy weather, and increasing
many fold in dry, sunny weather. The heat, due to OR radiation, can easily
be felt by holding the Fim some 4 to 10 centimeters away from the inner
metal lining.
The OR room should be made light-tight in order to make possible the
335
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TECHNICAL SETUP OF THE ORANUR EXPERIMENT

observation of OR energy in the dark. Such visual observation is a strict
requirement for every student of physical urgonomy. A well-built OR energy
room should, after 15 to 30 minutes' accommodation of the cyes, appcar
bluish gray, AND NOT ELACK, After about one-half to onc hour the room should
ycji,,,wisji üght
appcar brighter than in the beginning, 2pc.i fiuhea
streaks should be visible, clearly and unmistakably (only in olear weather
and at higher altitudes). Later on, countless tiny
sparks like pin points
should be seen everywhere, especially at the walls and the cciling. The latter
observation is not accessible to every observer right in the beginning.
In spite of ventiLition, it should not be possible to the average observer to
stay in this room without interruption for more than about two hours, without feeling discomfort. The signa! to get out of the OR energy room is the
appearance of red or purple patches of

V. THE TYPICAL

OR ENEttey

ACCUMULATOR

See description of construction in the pamphlet, TILE ORGONE ENERGY
ACCUMULATOR—ITS SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL USE, Orgone Institute Press,
1951.
IV.

HOW TO ACHIEVE THE ORANUR REFECI"

Any kind of mechanical energy is capable of exciting the OR energy to
greater activity: simple heat, sparks from an induction cai!, friction, etc. The
Oranur effect differs from other excitations of OR hy its fierceness and its
dangerous character. ONE MILLICURIE of any source of nuclear radiation
(radium, pitchblende, uranium) will be sufficient to act as a trigger to rhange
OR into ORANUR activity. The quantity of this effect can be directed to some
degree by the amount of NR activity put into the OR room or by timing the
exposure. EVERYONE IS STRICTLY WARNED AGAINST USING AN OR ACCUMULATOR
WHILE AN NR SOURCE OF THE STRENGTH OF A NtILLICURIE OR AN XRAY MACHINE
IS LOCATED WITHIN THE OR ENERGY FIELD. The longer the trigger effect is
allowed to act upon the OR atmosphere, and the more OR accurnulating
devices that are present, the stronger will be the effects. Stronger effects will
also result with regular repetition of the trigger action. In a highly concentrated Oranur atmosphere, the presence of even as little as a microgram or
less of any NR source for even as little as a few minutes will suffice to produce
severe effects. Only freshly ohtained NR sources are eljective. NR material
which has been exposed to OR for a long period of time (years) will have
no effect, since it itself has been influenced and changed by OR energy.

SYMPTOMS OP

ORANUR SICKNESS

These symptoms are: malaise; nausca; pressure in head, chest, etc.; cramps
and twitching in muscles and °cher organs; hot and cold shivers; fatigue;
return of old or latent disease symptoms; pathological blood picture; increase
of white cells; inflammation of the conjunctivae; dryness of throat; severe
thirst.
Atypical, but dangerous symptoms are: fainting spells; chronic fatigue;
provocation of deadly symptoms (block of respiratory center); leukemic
change in the blood picture with prolonged exposure; pneumonia, pleuritis;
inner bleedings.
Other symptoms are likely to turn up with further observations.
VI.

III. THF.
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CURE OP ORANUR SICKNESS:

Much fresh air; periodic, amplc ventilation of rooms; removal of all Oranur
and OR devices; cold water compressas on inflamed eyes; drinking water;
prolonged baths; avoidance of further exposure; control by orgonomic Rcich
Blood Tests; regular orgastic discharge of surplus bio-energy. The latter is
possibly quite essential as a counter measure against the overchargc.
VII. The fina! outcome of Oranur sickness cannot at present be predicted.
VIII. The road to the preventive, therapeutic and diagnostic use of cosmic
OR energy in its ORANUR form has been built. The consequentes for medicine
and biology are as yet incalculable.
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Congressman U.S. Public
Health Service
Lettcr
OIRL
25. Tracerlab
(Jan. 1, 1951)
RI Branch, AEC Letter
26. OIRL
(Jan. 2, 1951)
Letter
OIRL
27. Canadian
(jan. 3, 1951)
Radium and
Uranium
Corp., NYC
Director, Orgone Letter
28. New Jersey
(Jan. 5, 1951)
Congressman Energy Clinic
Letter
OIRL
Tracerlab
29.
(Jan. 5, 1951)
17. Orgone
Institute

Procurement cif radio cobalt.
Standard CPM for radio cobalt.
Ordering of tongs, lead container and film badges.
Plana for Oranur Experimentation.
Application for radioisotopes.
Layout of Oranur Experiment. (Orgone Energy Emergency Bulleun) ((nas).
Procurement of radioisotopes.
Oranur Project.
Oranur Project

Oranur Project
Oranur Project

Procurement of radio cobalt.
Training of OIRL personnel
in NR safety measures.
Ordcr of two mgs. radium.

Surgem General familiar
with Oranur Project
Impossible to give standard
CMP for radio cobalt.
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HISTORICAL RECORD
From

To
By and Date
Important Civil
Printed OBEE
Defense, State
(Jan. 5, 1951)
and Federal Officiais, Librarics,
hospitais,
etc.
(Approx. 700)

tiboat
Oranur Project.

OIRL

Letter
(Jan. 8, 1951)

Training of Oranur personnel
in handling NR material.

32. Industrial
OIRL
Hygiene
Branch, AEC,
NYC

Lrt!er
(lar. 8, 1951)

Protective respirator.

30. WRF

31. RI Branch,
AEC
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HISTORICAL RECORD
From
41. Orgone
Institute

To

By and Date

Director, Orgone Telephone
(Feb. 13, 1951)
Energy Clinic
Teleararn
Medical Br nch.
AEC and Surgeon (Feb. 14, 1951)
General

43. OIRL

Medical Branch,
AEC, Surgeon
General and State
Health Officer,
Augusta, Me.
Medical Orgonomist, Oslo,
Norway

33. University
of California
Library

Iteceipt of

34. Chief, Radi- Brigadier Genology Branch, eral, U.S. Army
AEC, Wash.,
D.C.

Oranur Project.

35. Brig. General Orgone Energy
Clinic, Forest
Hills
36. Orgone
Directors, Orgone
Insti tu te
Energy Clinic

Oranur Project.

46. OIRL

RI Branch, AEC

Proposed conferente with
Medical Chief, AEC, apropos
Ora n ur.

47. RI Branch,
AEC

OIRL

48. Orgone
Institute

Dept. of Health
and Welfare,
Augusta, Me.
Pubtic Health
Service, Wash.,
D.C.

OEEB.

44. Orgone
Institute

45. RI Brandi, OIRL
AEC

37. Director,
Medical OrgonoN.Y. State
rnist
Civil Defense
Coinmission

Letter
(Jan. 24, 1951)

38. Directors, Or- Medical Chief,
gone Energy AEC
Clinic

Personal
Conference
(Jan. 26, 1951)

Oranur Project. Effect of NR
on OR.

39. General Man- U.S. Sena ror
ager, AEC,
from New York
Wash., D.C.

Letter
(Feb. 2, 1951)
(Letter forwarded
to the Orgone
Institute)

Possible use of OR energy
against effects of radioactivity
called to the attention of the
AEC on severa] occasions.

40. Directors, Or- Orgone Instituto
geme Energy
Clinic

Letter
(Feb. 3, 1951)

Conferente of January 26
with representative of AEC.

49. Dept. of
Health and
Welfare,
Augusta, Me.
50. Dept. of
Health and
Welfare,
Augusta, Me.
51. OIRL
Dept. of Health
and Welfare,
Augusta, Me.

Telegram
(Feb. 16, 1951)

:Mout
Seriousness of situation at
Orgonon; mice dying, high
count in East
Uraent that restionsible physicist and public health officer
be dispatc.heci to Orgonon.
Possible danger to community.
Immediate danger at Orgonon and in community
curbed.

Telephone
(April 13, 1951)

Warning against trying to
treat radiation sickness with
OR at present experimental
stage.
Potencial hazards connected
with use of P-32 in view of
DOR reaction.
Interruption of Oranur experiment. Danger of political
misuse of Oranur.
Interruption of Oranur Experiment. Cooperation in the
future.
Reaction of Oranur at safe.
Possible public health hazard.

Telegram
(April 13, 1951)

Reaction of Oranur at safe.
Possible public health hazard.

Letter
(April 26, 1951)

Public Health Service, Wash.,
D.C., siares no public health
hazard exists and CPM at
safe not unusual.
Further measurements of
Oranur at safe and at GM autoscaler. Contradictions with
classical findings. Danger of
political misuse of Oranur.

Telegram
(Feb. 19, 1951)

Letter
(Feb. 23, 1951)
Letter
(March 6, 1951)
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12. ErnEa. GOD AND DEVTL. Annals aí Me Orgone Itutirme. No.
Orgone Energy
13. "Orgonomic and Chcmical Cancer Research. A Briei Cornparison."

rl bout

The President's
Leiter
Whether President's Office reOffice, and AEC (Sept. 11, 1951) gards pubbcation of "The
and galley proof Oranur Report" and distribuof "The Oranur tion abrcad as dangerous to
.First the intcrest of the USA, deReport." Orgone spite etIther statement by

Energy

Oct., 1951
53. AEC

WRF

Letter
(Sept. 24, 1951)
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Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia
de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizálos por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
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